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We consider a stochastic differential equation with anticipating initial value and 
drift, and give two types of sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity of the 
distribution of the solution with respect to the Lebesgue measure, using the 
Malliavin calculus. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let w(t), 0 6 t Q 1, be a d-dimensional Brownian motion starting at the 
origin. Then, the pinned Brownian motion X, = w(t) - tw( 1) can be 
considered as a solution of the equation 
dX, = dw( t) - w( 1) dt. (1.1) 
But this is not a stochastic differential equation of usual type because the 
drift w( 1) is not adapted to the filtration (E)OG ,<, where g is a o-field 
generated by (w(s) : 0 6 s 6 t }. Recently several authors defined stochastic 
integrations of anticipating processes. Especially D. Ocone and E. Pardoux 
considered in [S] an anticipating stochastic differential equation in [w” of 
the type 
X, = X0 + i j-l ck(s, X,) 0 dwk(s) + 1’ B(s, A’,) ds, 
k=l o 0 
(1.2) 
where the ok’s are non-random vector fields but X0 and B depend on the 
full path of Wiener process w(t) = (w’(t), . . . . w?(t)), 0~ t 6 1, and they 
proved the well-posedness of (1.2) under a certain condition of smoothness 
and growth concerning coefficients and initial value (see Theorem 2.9). 
In this paper, we study the absolute continuity of the distribution of the 
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solution A’,. We define vector fields (TV,, k, on NY’ from el, . . . . or and B by 
induction as 
o,=B 
a,,...k_k(t> X)’ CfJk(th ~ko...km(t)lb)? k = 1, . . . . r 
~k~...k,,,o(f, x) = [B(t), ak,...k,(t)](x) + + (t, x), 
where [ ., .] denotes the Lie bracket of vector fields. In the case where the 
initial value X0 is a constant x and the drift B is a non-random vector field 
r~,,, it is known that if 
rank{o,,...,m(O,x):mkO,k,#O}=d, (1.3) 
then the distribution of X, is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on lRd for all t E (0, l] (cf. [2]). So it is natural to ask 
in the anticipating case whether the rank condition (1.3) implies the 
absolute continuity of the distribution of A’,. But it is not the case in 
general. Indeed, the stochastic differential equation (1.1) satisfies (1.3) 
obviously but the distribution of X1 is singular since X, = 0. 
Our results are stated in two theorems. In the first one (Theorem 3.1), we 
show that the distribution of X, is absolutely continuous for almost all t if 
the equation satisfies the rank condition and B(t, x) satisfies some 
regularity condition. In the second one (Theorem 3.2), we show that the 
distribution of X, is absolutely continuous for all t E (0, l] if the equation 
satisfies two conditions; 
(i) B(t, x) and X0 are written as functionals of multiple 
Wiener-Stratonovich integrals of degree q, 
(ii) rank{ ak,...k,(O, A’,,) : m 2 q, k, # 0} = d a.s. 
For the proof to these theorems, the Malliavin calculus [3] is fully used. 
2. STOCHASTIC CALCULUS WITH ANTICIPATING PROCESSES 
In this section, we shall review briefly the notion of stochastic integration 
introduced in [4] and the result for the well-posedness of the stochastic 
differential equation (1.2), which was first given in [S]. 
Let (VV, W, P) be the r-dimensional standard Wiener space; i.e., W is the 
totality of R’-valued continuous functions w = (w’, . . . . wr) on the interval 
[0, l] such that w(0) = 0, W = H’ where H is the totality of absolutely con- 
tinuous functions h on [0, l] such that h(0) = 0 and 1; Ih(t)(’ dt < co where 
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h denotes the derivative of h, and P is the standard Wiener measure on VW. 
We identify H with L2( [O, 11) by identifying h in H with h in L2( [0, 11) 
and we consider H as a Hilbert space. We also identify the n-tensor 
product Ho” with L2( [0, 11”). Through this paper, all random variables 
and stochastic processes are assumed to be defined on VW. 
We shall define the Sobolev spaces ED”.~(E) of Wiener functionals and 
W-derivation D = (0, , . . . . D,) as follows (cf. [6, 71). We call a random 
variable F smooth if F has the form 
F(w)=f(wk’(t,), . . . . wkn(t,)), 
where n>O, foci, ldk ,,..., k,<r, O,<t,< ... <t,<l. Then, we 
define an W@!” -valued random variable D”F = (DE ,n F) I G ,,, ,,,,, n G r as 
follows: if (bt...,F)(w) denotes the element of L’([O, 11”) which is 
identified with (0: ...,nF)(w) E H@“, then 
where we take the sum over i,, . . . . i, such that Ii, = k,, . . . . I, = k,. D”F is 
characterized by 
a* 
a&, ...a&., F(w+E,~,+ ... +&,,&)I,,= . ..= +=o 
= (D”F(w), h, 0 ... @h,,),,, for any h,, . . . . h, E W. 
Then the operator D”: SC L’(W) -+ L2(W; Mom) is closable (cf. [6]), 
where S denotes the totality of smooth random variables. For FE S, set 
lFIP+ i lID”‘Fll~o~ 
J) 
l/P 
n=o, 1,2 ‘...) p>2 
m=l 
and let UID”~~ be the 1) (I,,.,-completion of S. For a separable Hilbert space 
E, we set Dn,p(E) = D”3P@ Ec L2(W, E). Then, naturally the operators 
D”: D”,J’(E) -+ D”-“~P(WQm@E) 
and 
fi*: WP(E) --f W-m*p(L2([0, 1-J”; E”)) 
are defined. Moreover they become bounded operators (cf. [7]). 
Next, we give a definition of stochastic integration of anticipating 
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processes following Nualart and Pardoux [4] and prepare some basic 
properties. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let IZ = 1, 2, . . . . p z 2, and E be a separable Hilbert 
space. We say that an E-valued stochastic process {u,}~, rG 1 belongs to 
t”vP(E) if 
(i) u,(w) is measurable with respect o (t, w) E [0, l] x VW, 
(ii) U, E UYP(E) for all t E [0, 11, 
(iii) jh (Iu,lI & dt < + co, 
(iv) there exists a version of (d”‘u,(w))(A,, . . . . A,) for m = 1, . . . . n 
which is measurable with respect o (t, A,, . . . . I,, w) and satisfies that 
(a) for almost every (A,, . . . . A,)E [0, l]“, (b%,)(A,, . . . . A,) con- 
verges in LP(VV,EF) as tJ1, and t t A,, 
(b) &-jbu~og,<l ~Cll(~mu,)(~,,...,~,)ll~,l~~~..~d~,<co. 
The class c”vp is slightly different from [Lzsp which was introduced in [4]. 
But the arguments in [4] still work when we replace [L$p in [4] by En-P 
and we can see the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let O<a<b<l and ~=(u(~)}~~,~~E~~~~(E). For a 
partition A : 0 = to < t, < . . . < t,= 1 and k = 1, . . . . r, we set 
IAm u(t) dt (wkh,J - w%,- 111, (2.1) 
m-l Smml 
) 
where a=s,<s,< ..’ <Sj=b and (~1, .. . . s,-~}= {to, . . . . t,}n(a, b). Then, 
ZA k,co,b,(~) converges in Lp(VV; E) as [Al -0. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We call the limit in Lemma 2.2 the stochastic integral 
(of Stratonovich type) of u and write ji u(t) 0 dwk( t). 
The classes D”,P and c”,P are too small to consider anticipating 
stochastic differential equations, so we shall introduce the larger classes 
lD;;,P and r;;Cp. We know that if F and G belong to D’~*(E), then P(F= G 
and DF# DC) = 0 (cf. [4]). So we can define the following notion. 
DEFINITION 2.4. We say that an E-valued random variable F belongs to 
lLQCp(E) when there exist a sequence {F,}F= 1 in lWP(E) and an increasing 
sequence { Wj> T! 1 of measurable subsets of W such that P( U T! 1 WV,) = 1 
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and F= F, as. on wj. Then, we define the W-derivative DFE ITID;,, ‘(W BE) 
by DF= DF, on Wj. 
DEFINITION 2.5, We say that an E-valued stochastic process 
u= {U(t)),,,,, belongs to L;;:(E) when there exist a sequence {u,} I”=, in 
En,“(E) and an increasing sequence {VV,} T=, of measurable subsets of VW 
such that P( lJ,eX, w,j) = 1 and u(t) = uj(t) for all t E [0, l] as. on Wi. Then 
we define Jf:u(t)~dw~(t) by SS:u(t)od~~(t)=S~~~(t)~dw~(t) on W,. 
For u E r;;:(E), it is clear that s: u(t) 0 dw“(t) is the limit in probability 
of Z&,,b,(~) when (A/ -+O where Z&,,b,(~) is defined by (2.1). 
Now we state a criterion for the absolute continuity of the distribution 
of Rd-valued random variables. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let F= (F’, . . . . F’) E Df;,‘(R”). Weput m = {det((DF’, DF’),) 
> 0) and let P be the restriction of P on m. Then the measure PO F-’ is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rd. 
Proof It suffices to show the assertion when FE D2*2(Rd). But it can be 
obtained exactly in the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6] so we 
omit the detail. m 
The following lemma is a modification of Theorem 7.9 in [4] and can be 
proved similarly. 
LEMMA 2.7 (Ito’s Formula). Let E be a separable Hilbert space andf be 
a C2-function on E in the sense of Frdchet such that its second derivative is 
bounded on any bounded subsets of E. Let E-valued stochastic processes 
{XJO<t<l~ (A(t)}o~r~l, and {4At))O~,~l, k= 1, . . . . r, satisfy that 
(i) X,=X,+J~A(s)ds+C;=,J~B,(s)~dw~(s)a.s. O<t,<l. 
(ii) {xrloGIGl belongs to r:;P(E) and is continuous a.s. 
(iii) {4t)loGrG 1 is measurable on [0, 1 ] x W and all its paths belong 
to L2( [0, 11; E). 
(iv) {Bk(t)JOGtQ1 belongs to T:;:(E) for k = 1, . . . . r. 
Then, { (af(X,), &(t))E)OG,s I E ‘k@l and 
f(x,)=fVd+ j’ (af(xJ, A(t)>,ds 
0 
+kgl j; ((yf(X,), 4(S))EodWk(s) 
a.s. 
for all t E [0, l] where 8j E + E denotes the Frechet derivative off: 
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Next, we shall compute the W-derivative of a stochastic integral. 
LEMMA 2.8. We assume that u= {u(?)}~~,~~E~~;~(E). Then, jtu(t)o 
dwk(t) E D~,$E) for 0 <a< b < 1 and k = 1, . . . . r and 
d, u(t)odwk(t) =Sbdiu(l)Odwk(t)+BklX~~.b,U 
> 
ax (2.2) 
a 
holds in L*( [0, 11, E). 
Proof: It suffices to show the assertion when UE L*,‘(E). We define 
z;:(,b,(“)by(2.1).Then,z~,((1,b, (u) + ji u(t) 0 dwk(t) in L’(W; E) as mentioned 
in Lemma 2.2 and 
-+ s b &,@) o dWk(f) + bdcu,b,u cl 
in L*(W; L*([O, 11; E)) as ldl -+ 0. Therefore, we can conclude the asser- 
tion of the lemma from the closedness of the operator DI. 1 
In the remainder of this section, we state the well-posedness of the 
stochastic differential equation (1.2) which is a modification of the result in 
[S] and can be obtained following the idea in [S]. Let B be represented 
as B = c0 + B where d, is a non-random vector field, and we introduce the 
following assumptions (A. 1 t(A.7): 
(A.1) (r,, . . . . gr, So E: P( [0, l] x Rd; Rd). Moreover, gl, . . . . err and 
do + (i/2) 2;= 1 aak ‘Ok have bounded derivatives of any order where 
aa,( t, x) denotes the Jacobi matrix ((&$/axj)(t, x))~, j= r,,,,,,. 
(A.2) B(. , .,w)EC?([O, l] x Rd; UP) for all wEVV. 
(A.3) There is a positive function E on VW such that 
I& 4 w)l 
O<,:PIE&(l + Ixl)lPf(w)iCU 
for all w E VW. 
. . / 
(A.4) For any K > 0 and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . it holds that 
~~p{~a~~~~,x,w~~:Odtdl,~x~~K,wEnia/}<oo, 
where 8 denotes the derivation in x. 
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(A.5) B(t, x, .)E np D”~~(lR”) for ali t and X. 
(A.6) For m= 1, 2, there exists a version of (d”‘&t, X, w))(i.), 
TV [O,l], XE R’, WEVV, AE [0, l]“such that (dmg(t, -, w))(~~)E C”(Rd; lV’) 
and 
for any K>O, n= 1,2 ,.... 
(A.7) x0 E 0, D2’P((Wd). 
Let q,(x), 0 <t Q 1, x E R”, be the stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms 
defined by the non-anticipating stochastic differential equation 
q,(x) = x + i: I’ a,&, qos(x))odw”(s) +j-‘do(s> cp,(x)) ds 
k=I o 0 
and consider a (random) ordinary differential equation 
5= t~cp,(m-‘k ul,(Z,)), z,=x,. 
THEOREM 2.9 [6]. Under the assumptions (A.1 )-(A.7), there exists a 
global solution (Z,}0Gr9, to (2.3) and if we put X,= cp,(Z,), then 
wo<ra is a unique solution to (1.2) which has continuous paths and 
belongs to np &( Rd). 
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
We shall give sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity of the 
distribution of the solution to (1.2) in this section (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). 
We assume (A.l)-(A.7) so that there exists a unique solution (Xl}OG,G, 
to (1.2) which has continuous paths and belongs to 0, L$p(Rd) by 
Theorems 2.9. 
THEOREM 3.1. Letok,...km~CU([O,l]~Rd;Rd),m~O,Ogko ,..., k,<r. 
be the vector fields defined in Section 1. We assume that there exists a null 
set N such that 
dim span{(DB’(t, x))(w): 0~ t< 1, XE R”, 1 <i<d) <co 
forall WEVI-N 
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and 
rank{a,,...,Jt,x,w):m>O, l<k,<r,O<k, ,..., k,br}=d 
for all x E R”, w E VW -N and t’s belonging to a dense subset of [0, 11. Then 
the distribution of X, is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure on Rd for a.e. t in [0, 11. Moreover, if 
sup dim span((DB’(t, x))(w) : 0 < t < 1, x E lRd, 1 < i< d} < 00, 
WEW 
then the number of t’s such that the distribution of X, is not absolutely 
continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure on R” is at most countable. 
In order to state another theorem, we introduce some classes of 
H-valued random variables. Let us fix a nonnegative integer q. Let e be a 
positive integer and 5 E R’. Then consider a stochastic differential equation 
4, = 5 + i j’ V,(s, 5,bdwk(s) + J; Vo(s, 5,) ds 
k=l o 
in R’ where Vo, V,, . . . . V, E C” ([0, 1 ] x R’; [We) satisfy two conditions: 
(i) VI, . . . . V, and I’, + (l/2) c; = i d vk . vk have bounded derivatives 
of any order, 
(ii) vk,...km(O, 5) =0 whenever m Zz q and k, #O, where we define 
vector fields Vko...k, from V,, VI, . . . . V, in the way by which we defined 
oko...k, from (ro = B, 61, . . . . 0,. 
Let {t,=(t:, . . . . t:)loGral be the solution to (3.1). Then, for each 
t E [0, l] and k = 1, . . . . r, GE D,<f belongs to nP ll?~‘,~(H). We denote by 
r, the totality of G constructed in this way. 
THEOREM 3.2. We assume that there exists a nonnegative integer q 
satisjying that 
rank{0k,,...k,(O, X0) :maq, 1 <kodr, 
0 < kl, . . . . k,<r)=d a.s. 
and there exist finitely many G’, . . . . GN E r, such that 
W’;(w), (D)B’(t, x))(w)~span(G’(w), . . . . GN(w)} 
for all 1 = 1, . . . . r, i = 1, . . . . d, WE W, ZE [0, 11, XE Rd. Then the distributution 
of X, is absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure on lRd for 
all t E (0, 11. 
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Remark. If X0 and B(t, X) are functionals of multiple Wiener- 
Stratonovich integrals r& ..kRt(ti), m < q, 1 d k, , . . . . k, d r, 1 <j < n, for 
some t,, . . . . t, E (0, 11 where 
then 0,X;(w) and (D,B’(t, x))(w) belong to the linear subspace spanned 
by the D,~“‘..‘~~(r,))s. Then, since the R’+ ..’ +8-valued process 
I(W h..hn(t)) m<q,l<k ,,.._/ k,<r > O<r<l is written as a solution of the stochastic 
differential equation of type (3.1), the second condition of Theorem 3.2 is 
satisfied. 
For the proof of absolute continuity of the distribution of A’,, by 
Lemma 2.6 it is sufficient to show that almost surely the Malliavin 
covariance det((DXf, DA’:),) is positive; i.e., DA’:, . . . . OX: are linearly 
independent. To do this, we first consider the representation for DX,, 
which will be shown through Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.3. We consider an anticipating stochastic differential equation 
Y, = Z+ i j-’ &,(s, X,) Y,y 0 dwk(s) + 1’ d&s, X,) Y, ds (3.2) 
k=l o 0 
on lWdQ IWd (the totality of d x d-matrices) where I denotes the unit matrix. 
Then, (3.2) has a solution ( Y, IO <, G I which has continuous paths and belongs 
to np ii!;Cp( [Wd 0 rWd). Moreooer, det Y,#O for all t and {Yl-‘},.,., 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
y;’ = I- kg, 1; Y,%,(s, X,)0 dw“(s) - l; Y,-‘M(s, X,) ds. (3.3) 
Proof: We can construct a solution {(A’,, Yf)}OS,G, to (1.2) and (3.2) 
by the method in Theorem 2.9, using the stochastic flow {(q,(x), C!+,(X) y) : 
06 t < 1, XE Rd, yE RdO Rd} on Rdx (Rd@ Rd). We get a solution to (3.3) 
similarly and we know it is nothing but ( Y,‘},, ,< i by Ito’s formula. 1 
Now we give a representation for DA’,. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (Y,}oGtS, be the solution to (3.2) introduced in 
Lemma 3.3. Then 
DX, = F, + G, as., (3.4) 
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where F, = (Fl,f, . . . . F,,,) and G, = ( G1,,, . . . . G,,) are the elements of 
np fi3 j,$‘( W @ IV’) defined by 
h’,,m = y, Y,‘d~~ &)X~O,&) (3.5) 
G,,,(A) = Y, (b&,)(4 + jr Y,-‘(b),B(s, x))(A) Ixzx, ds . (3.6) 
0 
If X0 is a constant x and B is a non-random vector field oo, it is obvious 
that G, = 0. In such case, J. M. Bismut showed the linear independency 
of ox: ) . ..) OX: [ 11. We will show a similar fact by using the quadratic 
variation of anticipating processes. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Take the W-derivative of each side of (1.2), 
then 
d,X, = &X0 + i jr ao,(s, X,)&X, 0 dwk(s) 
k=l o 
+a,(.* x.)x[o,r,(.)+ aB(s, X,)d,X, ds 
by Lemma 2.8. So it follows that 
+ j’o,(R, X&%(A) dA -t 1’ aB(s, X,)(D,X,, h)H ds 
0 0 
f j; WA s, x), h),l,,,ds a.s. 
for any h E H. Noting (3.3), we have by Ito’s formula that 
Y; ‘(D,X,, hjH = (DJ,, h)” + 1’ Y,-‘q(s, X,)&s) ds 
0 
+ 5 
f 
Y,‘(W(s, xl, h)H ds 
0 
= Y;‘C(FL,~ h)H+ (GL,, h),j a.$. 
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Since H is separable, we have 
Y,- lD,x, = Y l r {FL, + CL,) as. 
and it implies (3.4). 1 
Next, we shall study the linear independency of {F;},,,. For this purpose, 
we set 
so that k,,,(n) = Y,Q,(l)xr,,l,(n). Noting (1.2) and (3.3), we have 
by Ita’s formula. Then, 
i z&a,b,@~,...,,,) -+ k$, j-; Q~,...,,,(+dWk(t) 
k=l 
=Q&..k,@-Q:,,.. k~(a)-~bQ~,...,,,(t)dt 
a 
and 
[Qf,...,,, &,...,,I&,, -+ k$, s:’ Q:,.. k,k(t)Q:,...k,k(z, dl 
in probability as IdI + 0. (See Appendix 1 for latter convergence.) There- 
fore we can choose a sequence {d,,}z= , of partitions of [0, l] such that 
=Q~~...,~(b)-Q:....,,(u,-jbQin...lc,o(f)dt (3.7) 
a 
lim [Q;,...,,, Qk,...,,]$,b, 
n-m 
= i j-” Qb,...k,k(t)Q:,...,,,(t) dt (3.8) 
k=l u 
for all rational numbers a and b (0 <a < b d 1) where the exceptional set 
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is not merely a null set but empty (as we choose and fix a good version for 
the Q f, k,‘s 1. 
We show a pathwise property of Qk,, ..k,(t)‘~ which follows from the 
abovementioned pathwise properties (3.7) and (3.8). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let WEW, v= (v,, . . . . VJE R”, O<a<bB 1, and 
holds. Then it holds that 
uQ,,, .k,$, w) = 0, afA<b, m>,l, O<k, ,..., k,dr. 
Proof. For any rational numbers c( and /I such that a6a c/3 < b, we 
have 
i ‘” IvQdA WN’ dl 
k=l 1 
= kTj 0, Vj j: Qik(k WI Q{k(n2 W) dA 
. 3 
=,‘i\ viujllQf(W), Q:‘(w)I~cY,~l (by (3.8)) 
= lim [uQ,(w), ~Q~(w)l~;,~, = 0 (by the assumption). “-CC 
It means that 
VQ,k@, W) = 0, a < A < b, k = 1, . . . . r. (3.9) 
Moreover, for any rational numbers LY and /? such that ad M: < fl< b, 
v QrM w) - Q,(uv w) - ’ Q,(k w) dA s 1 > 
= lim i V(~‘k’:~,,p,(Qrd)(W) (by (3.7)) 
= lim c ($“~,,q(UQd)(W) = 0 (by (3.9)) 
and since vQ,(a, w)= uQ,(p, w)=O, we have 
uQ,&, w) = 0, adil<b. 
Repeating this argument, we have the assertion of the lemma. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Under the assumptions of‘ Theorem 3.1, it holds that q’ 
WEW-N, then 
(i) F:(w), . . . . F;(w) are linearly independent for all t > 0, 
(ii) span(F:(w): ldidd, tda) n span(Fh(w): 1 <i<d)= (0) if 
O<a<b<l. 
Proof: Suppose that v = (v,, . . . . V~)E W’, O<a< b< 1, and vF,,(w)= 
C:‘=, viFb(w) E span(F:(w) : 1 < i< d, 0 d t < a). It suffices to show that 
v = 0. Since kr(A) = 0 if t < A, we have &‘b(l, w) = 0 if a < A < b. Therefore 
v(&‘,b(wW) = vY,(w)Q,(A w) = 0, a<A<b, I=1 ,..., r. 
and by Lemma 3.5, we have 
vY,(w)Q,~,...&, WI=@ adil<b, 1 QI<r, 
0 d k,, . . . . k, Q r. 
Let us choose 1 E [a, b] such that 
rank(a,,...,,(l,x,w):m~O,k,#O}=d for all x E Rd 
according to the assumption. Then we have 
vY6(W)Y~1(W)ako...k,(~, X2(w), w)=O if k,#O. 
So, we have vYJw) Y;‘(w) = 0 and v = 0 follows. B 
Now we shall prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let W,(w) be the subspace of W spanned by 
the DXA(w)‘s and (DB’(t, x))(w)‘s, which has finite dimension by the 
assumption. If t >O and span(Fi(w), 1 <i<d)n W,(w)= {0}, then 
DXj(w), . . . . OX:(w) must be linearly independent since F:(w), . . . . F:(w) 
are linearly independent (Proposition 3.6(i)) and DX;(w) -F:(w) belongs 
to W,(w) (Proposition 3.4). Therefore if 0 < t, < ... < t, < 1 and 
Wm(w), . . . . DXyJw) are linearly dependent for m = 1, . . . . n, then there 
exists a nonzero element h, E span(F.fm(w), 1< i G d) n W,(w) for each 
m = 1, . . . . n. But hI, . . . . h, are linearly independent by Proposition 3.6(ii) 
so n <dim W,(w). It follows that the number of t’s such that 
m-:(w), . ..) OX:(w) are linearly dependent is at most dim W,(w) for each 
wow. We put 
A, = {w E MY : m-:(w), . ..) OX:(w) are linearly dependent }. 
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Then 
jiP(A,)dr=j~(j~x,,(w)dt)P(drr)=O 
0 
so P(A,) =0 for a.e. TV [0, 11. Then the first assertion of the theorem 
follows by Lemma 2.6. 
Moreover if sup,,~dimW,(w)=n<cO, A,,n ... nAm+,=j2( for 
arbitrary distinct t, , . . . . t, + r E [0, l] so the number of t’s such that 
P(A ,) > 0 is at most countable (Appendix 2). It implies the second assertion 
of the theorem 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the assumption, there exists a single 
stochastic differential equation of type (3.1) which has a solution 
{i;,=(t:, .-, t:)}o,,,, and tl, . . . . GE@, 11 such that 
0,X;(w), (D,B’(t,x))(w)~span(D,5:,(w): 1 dnde, l<k<r} 
for all 1, w, i, t, x. Let Gi,, be defined by (3.6). Then G:,(w) belongs to 
span(D,t;n(w): 1 <n<e, 1 <k<r} so it is represented as 
G;,, = 1 v;,k,n &En, (3.10) 
kn 
where the vikn ‘s are functions on VW. Let an Re@ R’-valued stochastic 
process { U, lb k f G 1 be the solution to the stochastic differential equation 
and set RkO., .k,( t) = u; i vkO.. k,( t, 5,). Then we have 
(D,t,)(n) = WW)x~o,,,(4, 0<161 
which is the Markovian case in Proposition 3.4. We shall fix an arbitrary 
t E (0, l] and choose an E such that 0 < E < min(t, t,, . . . . t,). Then, by 
Proposition 3.4 and (3.10), we have 
@,x,)(n) = Y,QG) + 1 “uc,nUt,Rk(~)t O$I<&. 
k.n 
By a similar argument o the proof of Lemma 3.5, choosing a good version 
for the Qk,, _, k,‘s and Rko _, .k,‘S, we see that 
WEVV, UERd, v”k E [we, l<k<r, and 
uQ#-, W) + c v”,&(A, W) = 0, O<I<& 
k 
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for m Z 1 and 0 dk,, . . . . k,, < r. 
Suppose that OX:(w), . . . . DXj(u,) are linearly dependent so that there 
exists a nonzero vector L’= (u,, . . . . U~)E Rd such that II .DX,(w) = 
xi o,DXf(w) = 0. Then since u(d,X,(w))(A) = 0 for 0 <A 6 E and I= 1, . . . . r, 
we have 
for I= 1, ,.., r. Therefore 
Uyr(W)Q,k, ..-k,(i, ma) + 2~ c “,,k,n(‘Q) ‘%,@)Rkk, . ..k.,jJ”, w). 
k.n 
Put A = 0 and note that &,,. -k,,,(O) = vkO. .&(O, 5) = 0 whenever m 2 q. 
Then we have 
UYdw~ako...k,(o, xO(w’), w)=o, m>q, 1 Qk,,dr, 
0 < k, , . . . . k, < r. 
Since the vector uY,(w) is nonzero, we have 
But the totality of such w is a null set by the assumption. Therefore 
DA’:, . . . . OX: are linearly independent a.s. and noting Lemma 2.6, the 
assertion of Theorem 3.2 follows. 1 
APPENDIX 1 
We show a property concerning the paths of the stochastic integral as a 
process, which is used to show the important properties (3.7) and (3.8). 
PROPOSITION. Let {u(z)}~~,~~ and {~(t)}~~~~, be continuousprocesses 
which belong to E:;,Z([w). We put 5, = JA u(s) 0 dwk(s) and qr = Jk u(s)0 dw’(s) 
for some k, I= 1, . . . . r. Let O<a<b< 1. Then, 
[tt d&J, + Bk, 
I 
’ u(t)u(l) dt in probability 
0 
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as IAl -+ 0 where we set 
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Proof. We assume that u = v and k= 1 since the other cases can be 
handled in the same way. We write wk = w and D, = D for simplicity. We 
have the representation 
j; u(s) 0 dw(s) = j; u(s) dw(s) + u(t), 
where lb U(S) dw(s) denotes the Skorokhod integral and {a(t)}oc I G I is a 
process which has absolutely continuous paths (cf. [4]). For any partitions 
d : a = t, < 1, < . . . < tn = b of [a, 61, 
4s) - 
1 
+ 
tin- tit-1 5 
(Ifi 
fm-l 
+ (4tm) - 4t,- 1)). 
By applying the formula jf Fdw(t) = F(w(b) - w(u)) - ji (dF)(,I) dA con- 
cerning FE D132 (cf. [4]), we have 
=(,,-:,-, jt;-, 41)df) (w(tm)-w(tm-1)) 
1 1, fm - 
t,- t,- s s 
(h(t))(A) dt d1 
1 fmml fmml 
+ 6’, (4s) - t 
m m 
-:,-I jtfmm, u(t) dt) dw(s) 
m 
= T;l,,, + T;,, + T;,, + Tf,,. 
Let Id I -+ 0. We shall show in five steps that [r, <];h,b, + Si u(t)2 dt in 
probability. We need the continuity of the paths of {u(t)}, <, c I only in the 
fourth step. 
580/95Q-14 
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(I) It follows from Schwarz’ inequality that 
1 IT&J2 6 i j" jfm I(du(t))(i)l' dt di 
m m=l (m-1 (m-1 
+O 
since JA I( Du( t) )( L dt < co a.s. (see Definition 2.1). 
(II) Similarly, we have C, ) T,” m(2 -+ 0 as. 
(III) We may assume that {u(tj}oGrGl belongs to r1x2. We have 
T&n = j” {u(t) -u”(t)} dw(t), 
Ill-1 
where we define the stochastic process {u”(t)}, <, G b by 
rrn u”(t)= t -y s u(t) dt, if t,-, <tgt,. m m-l I,- I 
Then, 
-<c s !‘“-, Ilu(t)-u”(t)ll’,dt m m 
= 
I 
b Ilu(t)-ud(t)l12,,.2dt-0. 
a 
3 
(see C41) 
(IV) We shall show that C, (Tf,,I’ --+ st u(t)2 dt in probability. Let 
(A”)},” = 1 be an arbitrary sequence of partitions of [a, b] such that 
[A( + 0. Then, P(su~,<~<~ 
bl~,,] 
(t-u- [w]&l >s)-+O for any E>O where 
=C;=l (w(t,~b)-w(t,,-, va))*for A:a=t,< ... <t,=bso 
that there exists a subsequence (d”“‘},?=, such that 
sup It-u- [w-J;1 +o a.s., 
o<t<b 
where [WI{= [w]?~:),,. It means that the Stieltjes measure d[w$ion (a,b] 
converges to the Lebesgue measure weakly. Then, putting u = uj, we 
have 
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< j” luj(t)’ - U(t)*1 Id[w]:l + / j” u(t)2dcwl:‘- j” u(tJ2 dr 1 
a LI 0 
< ( SUP l”j(t)2-uU(t)21)CWI~ 
a<t<b 
+ jab u(t)2d[w]j- jbU(f)2 dij 
n 
since u is continuous. It means that C,,, 1 Tf,,\* -+ jf: am dt in probability. 
(V) It follows from (I)-(IV) that 
[k tl&b] = C15(t,)-r(t,-1)12=C(T~,,+ ...+Tq,)* 
m m 
= i xT$,,T&,+ jbbu(t)‘dt in probability, 
i,j=l m 
where we can see that the cross terms vanish since Ix, T&, T&,1* < 
(C, 1 T&I 2)(& I TimI’) by Schwarz’ inequality. 1 
APPENDIX 2. 
We shall prove the following set-theoretical property which we used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
PROPOSITION. Let & be a class of measurable subsets of VW. We assume 
that there exists a natural number n such that P(A, n . . . n A,,) = 0 for any 
distinct elements A,, .,., A, of ~4. Then the number of elements A of d such 
that P(A) > 0 is at most countable. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Cr=, P(A,) < n - 1 for any finitely many 
distinct elements A,, . . . . A, of d. For given Al, . . . . A,, we set 
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+-A, 
ay= u (A,,n ..’ nA,8,, ,nA,) if 26mQ.j 
.il -= ... </u-1 <I 
ayl+j if m>j. 
J”=A’,m-A”;+‘, I ,<j<q, m = I, 2, . . . . 
Then, Af , Af , . . . are disjoint, Aj=IJ,Ay, and P(A;)=P(A;+‘)= ... =0 
by the assumption. Therefore, 
n-1 
PM,)= 2 P(AI”), ,j= 1, . ..) q 
m _ I 
holds. On the other hand, since 2: n Aj + I c ,?I”,: ’ and A”;++,’ n A,“, 1 = 0, 
we have A”nA~+,c~~~nA~+,=@ so that 
iP(Ay)=P UAy ,(l, 
j=l ( ) 
m=l,2 ,.... 
J 
Therefore x7= I P(A,) = CT= 1 Ck:‘, P(A,“) 6 n - 1. 1 
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